Overseas Experiential Learning Trip: Practical Observational Astronomy
For the past 2 years, I have led experiential learning trips on practical observational
astronomy to the HdA (associated with the MPIA), Heidelberg, Germany. This year,
I will lead the trip to CEFCA, Teruel, Spain (https://www.cefca.es/). The reasons for
this change are: (i) better sky conditions; (ii) better instrumentation; (iii) CEFCA
operates a research telescope observatory called the OAJ (http://oajweb.cefca.es/),
whereas HDA is an outreach center (albeit an outstanding one); and (iv) the
possibility of using GALACTICA (https://www.cefca.es/news/galactica), which is
jointly operated by CEFCA. This trip takes advantage of a student and scientific
collaboration between CEFCA and HKU.
There are a number of optical telescopes at the OAJ, the largest three being a 40-cm
telescope normally used for monitoring sky conditions, an 80-cm research telescope,
and a 2.5-m telescope on which J-PAS (http://j-pas.org/) will be conducted. We will
take astronomical data with the 40-cm telescope, which has the same filters as the 80cm telescope (http://oajweb.cefca.es/telescopes/t80cam).
The anticipated activities include:
(i) selection and imaging (with absolute photometry) of two (or more) star clusters
in at least 2 filters for the purpose of constructing HR diagrams
(ii) spectroscopic observations of selected objects
(iii) a group project (2 or more teams) to select and make a scientifically and
visually appealing image of an astronomical object
(iv) telescope viewing
(v) visit to the OAJ to witness testing and astronomical observations
(vi) data reduction and scientific talks
(vii) visit to Galactica and use of their telescopes if operating
During their visit to Teruel, students will stay in dormitory accommodations at La
Salle Hostal Teruel (http://hostallasalleteruel.es/tarifas/). This hostal is operated by
one of the best schools in Teruel – the original purpose of the hostal was to house
students from nearby villages attending the school. Still operated by the school, the
dormitories are now rented to people visiting Teruel.
I visited the school principal and was given a tour of the dormitories, which I found to
be extremely well maintained, very clean, and pleasant for a 2-3 week stay. Each
room has a TV, and a desk for each occupant. There is a living room with a TV. On
the school grounds, there are many basketball courts and also a soccer field.
In addition, the dormitories are very inexpensive. There are 3 single and 16 twin
rooms (twin = 2 single beds). The charges are: E$350/month for the single room, and
E$390/month for 2 persons in a twin room. For an anticipated stay of 18 nights, the
charges are therefore:
(i) Single occupancy: 18/30*E$350 = E$210 = HK$1890 (3 rooms)
(ii) Double occupancy: 18/30*(E$390/2) = E$117 = HK$1053 (16 rooms)
I expect students to share rooms, unless of the same sex or under special
circumstances.
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The school also provide meals, if booked at least 1 week in advance. I recommend
students take breakfast at school: only E$3 per meal. Lunch is E$7.50 per meal, and
dinner also E$7.50 per meal. I recommend students have lunch near CEFCA (the
school is about a 15-20 min walk from CEFCA). After a week or so at Teruel
exploring eating options, students might also consider taking dinner at the school.

A preliminary schedule:
(i) 28-29 May. Briefing, installing data reduction software, and practice data
reduction. All students are required to attend.
(ii) 29 May, evening. Fly to Valencia. Note: Flight is on a Wednesday, normally
the cheapest travel day of the week.
(iii) 30 May. Arrival in Valencia. Metro to Valencia rain station (North station),
and train (recommended) to Teruel. (Buses To Teruel are unreliable.) All
students are required to arrive at Teruel by 30 May.
(iv) 31 May – 16 June. Activities at Teruel.
(v) 17 June. Oral presentations in the morning. The program will officially finish
by 12:30 pm on this day, and students are required to stay until the end of the
program. There is a train from Teruel to Valencia at 13:46, arriving at Valencia
at 16:15. There is a metro to Valencia airport. Students should therefore be
able to check in for their flights by about 17:00 – and should take this into
account for booking their flights back to Hong Kong (or another destination).
My pictures of the dormitory:
Twin room
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Single room
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Living room
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